PileLineGUI: a desktop environment for handling genome position files in next-generation sequencing studies
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ABSTRACT

Next-generation sequencing (NGS) technologies are making sequence data available on an unprecedented scale. In this context, new catalogs of Single Nucleotide Polymorphism and mutations generated by resequencing studies are usually stored in genome position files (e.g. Variant Call Format, SAMTools pileup, BED, GFF) comprising of large lists of genomic positions, which are difficult to handle by researchers. Here, we present PileLineGUI, a novel desktop application primarily designed for manipulating, browsing and analysing genome position files (GPF), with specific support to somatic mutation finding studies. The developed tool also integrates a new genome browser module specially designed for inspecting GPFs. PileLineGUI is free, multiplatform and designed to be intuitively used by biomedical researchers. PileLineGUI is available at: http://sing.ei.uvigo.es/pileline/pilelinegui.html.

INTRODUCTION

Nowadays, next-generation sequencing (NGS) technologies allow the generation of sequence data on an unprecedented scale. The versatility of NGS-based techniques together with the remarkable reduction in per-base sequencing cost, have encouraged researchers to produce a growing number of DNA resequencing studies. The 1000 Genomes Project leads this trend and represents a notable effort to understand the human variation at a genome-wide scale (1). The goal is to report a comprehensive catalogue of DNA variants corresponding to a number of human populations, expanding the concept of reference human genome from the current haploid and mosaic sequence to a frequency-based model built from population-specific variants. Along the same lines, the detection of novel DNA variants is also an objective for the International Cancer Genome Consortium [ICGC (http://www.icgc.org)]. This project is currently resequencing more than 50 types of cancer providing new collections of tumour-associated genomic mutations with the aim of relating them to the oncogenic processes, tumour evolution and clinical prognosis (2).

The new catalogues of Single Nucleotide Polymorphism (SNPs) and mutations generated by resequencing studies are usually stored in genome position files. Basically, genome position files (GPFs) consist of tab-delimited text files containing information regarding the base reported by the NGS experiment, defined by chromosome name and genomic coordinates. Several standard formats have been recently proposed to organize the information contained in GPFs, such as the Variant Call Format (.vcf) adopted by the 1000 Genomes Project (http://www.1000genomes.org/wiki/Analysis/Variant%20Call%20Format/vcf-variant-call-format-version-40), and the .pileup format (3). More traditional GPFs also include the .bed and .gff formats (http://genome.ucsc.edu/FAQ/FAQformat).

In such a situation, GPFs analysis becomes a critical task for a deeper understanding of the genome and its relation to human diseases. However, given that GPFs usually include large lists of genomic positions, their handling is cumbersome. This situation calls for efficient, practical and intuitive tools to explore, analyse, visualize and annotate DNA variants. To this end, some authors have recently introduced novel, free and useful applications to deal with standard GPFs. For instance, the
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Annotate Variation (ANNOVAR) toolbox (4) is a collection of Perl scripts to functionally annotate DNA variants detected at gene (or region) level. Among other things, the software can handle several GPFs standard formats and provides tools to estimate the biological impact of DNA variants (i.e. retrieve non-synonymous mutations) from pre-computed Sorting Intolerant From Tolerant (SIFT) scores (5). Nevertheless, ANNOVAR does not implement a genome browser able to explore variants along with the reference genome and its command-line nature could be too difficult for biomedical researchers without computing skills. EagleView (6), Tablet (7), Savant (8), IGV (9), Artemis (10) and MagicViewer (11) offer friendly GUIs together with powerful genomic browsers for visualization of genetic variation and its associated annotation. Nonetheless, common tasks in biomedical studies such as variant pairwise comparisons (i.e. case versus control) or variant comparisons across n GPFs are not supported by these applications. In addition, they do not provide specific support to generate inputs for third-party programs with the goal of predicting the biological impact of DNA variants.

In this context, here we introduce PileLineGUI, a novel desktop application specifically intended for effectively handling and browsing GPFs generated in DNA-seq experiments. PileLineGUI is open software, multi-platform and designed to be intuitively used by biomedical researchers. The application includes all the core functionalities implemented in the PileLine command-line toolbox (12) and a new interactive genome browser to explore DNA variants. PileLineGUI implements a number of operations for filtering, searching, annotating and analysing DNA variants, with specific support for generating out-files that can be subsequently used by third-party software such as SIFT (5), Polyphen2 (13) and FireStar (14) specialized in prediction of biological impact of DNA variants.

PileLineGUI supports pair-wise comparisons versus the reference and is able to generate four different types of specific variants lists: (i) variants in case, but not in control, (ii) variants in control, but not in the case, (iii) common variants in both case and control and (iv) discrepant variants in both case and control. It also allows comparisons across n GPFs at genomic coordinate or whole-gene level. This functionality may be of particular interest to detect a common mutation (or SNP) across several individuals sharing a particular phenotype. PileLineGUI supports Variant Cell Format (VCF), SAMTools pileup, GFF and BED standard files, together with the FASTA format used by the genome browser for reference genome visualization.

DATA INPUT

All the input files required by the PileLineGUI tool are standard formats. The software reads and visualizes inputs in .pileup and .vcf for single-nucleotide files (each line contains information for a single genome position), as well as .bed and .gff for intervals files (each line defines a continuous interval in the genome, i.e. a gene). Moreover, input GP files can be also BGZF-compressed in order to alleviate the disk requirements while keeping the possibility to manage them efficiently.

The built-in genome browser works with the standard SAMTools indexed FASTA files (.fai) and currently supports all previous GP files for tracks, including their compressed form.

GP FILES MANAGEMENT AND ANNOTATION

PileLineGUI allows the user to load and browse GP files via a user-friendly interface that can be used to instantly search for a given range within a sequence. Figure 1 shows a screenshot of the GP file browser.

In addition, PileLineGUI provides a set of basic processing functions for general purposes. Two single-nucleotide GP files (A and B) can be joined together in order to match the information associated to the same genomic position in both A and B. Moreover, the join function allows the user to include unmatched lines of A (left outer join) or B (right outer join). If the user is only interested in specific intervals of a given GP file (e.g. genes, dbSNP, custom targets, etc.), a single-nucleotide GP file can be filtered using the intervals specified in an intervals GP file. The filter function also allows the user to perform ‘inverse’ filters, for example, to filter-out all entries, which are known SNPs in dbSNP. Similarly to the filter function, the user can annotate each position in any GP file using an intervals file.

SOMATIC MUTATIONS FINDING

PileLineGUI includes two additional modules to find somatic mutations. Working with SAMTools pileup files, the two samples somatic mutations calling (2smc) function compares two samples (A and B) of an individual (e.g. healthy against tumour sample). Each sample is defined by (i) a variants-only file and (ii) a complete sequencing file (including non-variant positions). The 2smc operation generates 4 GP files as output, including (i) variants found in A, which were sequenced as non-variants in B, (ii) variants found in B, which were sequenced as non-variants in A, (iii) variants found in A and B and (iv) variants found in A and B, but with a discrepant genotype. For example, if A represents a tumour sample and B a healthy one from the same individual, variants found only in A are candidates for being considered as somatic mutations (not present in the germ line).

In addition, the n samples somatic mutation calling (nsmc) function allows the user to assess the reproducibility of several 2smc experiments. For example, if we have several samples, we could first extract the non-germ-line mutations with 2smc and then use nsmc to check, in which samples each mutation is found. Further, if we have two groups of samples (e.g. the tumour samples plus a control group), nsmc provides a Fisher’s exact test over each mutation in order to arrive at the significance of the reproducibility. Furthermore, nsmc can also compare samples at the single-nucleotide level or using genomic intervals (e.g. gene or exon level). In this sense, it is
sometimes more interesting to see whether tumour samples contain mutations in several genes of interest, regardless of their exact positions.

Finally, a pileup file containing a list of candidate somatic mutations can be exported to several mutation consequence assessment packages like SIFT, Polyphen and Firestar.

EXPLORING GENOME POSITION FILES USING THE GENOME BROWSER

PileLineGUI incorporates a powerful genome browser for GP files including multiple track support, fully interactive zoom and image export facilities. The browser loads a genome via a standard SAMTools FASTA index (.fai) and allows the user to add several GP files as individual tracks. Single-nucleotide GP files (.pileup and .vcf) are rendered in the genome by displaying the value of a custom column at the corresponding genome position. Moreover, pileup files can be dynamically filtered by depth, SNP quality and consensus quality. If the zoom level is low (showing a very large range of bases), the browser plots a configurable histogram to see the distribution of occurrences in the GP file. Intervals GP files (.bed and .gff) are rendered as segments. If there are overlapping segments, they are plotted at different heights in the track. An example of the genome browser can be seen in Figure 2.

IMPLEMENTATION

PileLineGUI is implemented using the Java programming language on top of the PileLine tools (14), which can be seen as the command-line version of this software. The graphical user interface of PileLineGUI was developed using the AIBench application framework (15). The compatibility with SAMTools BGZF compressed files was included in PileLine by using the Java ports provided by the SAMTools project (http://picard.sourceforge.net/, http://samtools.sourceforge.net/tabix.shtml).

In addition, PileLineGUI implements a new genome browser as a separate plugin to facilitate its later inclusion and reuse in other projects. Moreover, this component was carefully designed in order to add full support to other types of tracks (e.g. a BAM track including aligned reads is also planned).

CONCLUSION

GPFs analyses are critical for a deeper understanding of the genome and its relation to human diseases. However, given that GPFs usually include large lists of genomic positions, they are often difficult to handle systematically by researchers. This situation calls for efficient, practical and intuitive tools to explore, analyse, visualize and annotate DNA variants.

Here, we present PileLineGUI, a desktop application to efficiently handle, browse and analyse genome position files focusing on somatic mutation finding. By also
including a new interactive genome browser, this tool is useful for wet-lab users demanding fast and easy-to-use local applications able to analyze huge amounts of data coming from next-generation sequencing studies.

Further work aims at (i) extending the somatic mutation calling functions ($2smc$ and $nsmc$) to handle VCF files, since the SAMTools pileup format is now deprecated and (ii) include more standard file formats to the genome browser, such as BAM.

PileLineGUI is licensed under the terms of LGPLv3 (GNU Lesser General Public License, version 3) and it is available at: http://sing.ei.uvigo.es/pileline/pilelinegui.html. Full documentation can be found at: http://sing.ei.uvigo.es/pileline/index.php/GUI_Documentation.
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